
Once
upon aTime

The Once Upon a Time series are 3 dimensional projects that are inspired by fairy tales
from around the world. Each project will have two different looks: one a light palette
and one a darker palette. All kits contain materials to create both the project and a mini
album. All kits also include the pattern/tutorial to create the project and corresponding
mini album. Patterns are sent electronically.

This ongoing series will be scheduled regularly, but not on a monthly schedule. The
order the projects will be released will depend on when the paper and or
embellishments for the projects are available.

The Reservation system I am using was developed to guarantee that you will be able to
receive all of the Once upon a Time projects. The deposit is essentially much like putting
down a last month deposit on an apartment. As long as the deposit remains in place,
you will be guaranteed to receive the next Once Upon a Time project.

Most Projects will have a Primary Version and a Secondary Version. Both will use the
same pattern and will typically be different only cosmetically or with minor changes.
The instructions for both versions will be included in the pattern. When you have a
Reservation deposit in place, you have the option of receiving the Primary Kit, or the
Secondary Kit, or if you wish, can you can purchase both versions.

Here is how it works –

You will receive an email approximately 2-4 weeks before the Project is schedule to be
taught on Ustream (See my website for the proposed schedule), with the options/
versions available for that Project . Please respond to this email within the time noted
on the email (usually 2-4 days) with your choice of the Primary kit, the Secondary Kit,
or both kits.

Next, you will receive a passcode to purchase the kit or kits you have chosen. If you do
not respond to the email or purchase the kit within the indicated time frame, by default,
you will receive the Primary kit.



Option #1 – Purchase the kit or kits of you choice. Your kit or kits for the next
scheduled shoppe will be shipped to you and the pattern sent electronically. You won’t
need to do anything else. Your deposit will remain in place to continue to guarantee
your future kits.

Option #2 - If you wish to end your reservations and want this to be your last Maple
Street Shoppes kit, please put your order in as Pay by Check or Money Order when you
check out and indicate in the Comments section of the check-out screen that you wish
this to be your last kit. Your deposit will then be used to pay for this final kit. Your
deposit will no longer be in place and you will no longer be guaranteed to receive the
next kit in the series. In the event that the last kit you are to receive is valued at more
or less than the value of the deposit, you will either be refunded or invoiced for the
difference.

If a kit is not purchased, or I do not hear from you within the typical 3-5 days, Option #2
will be implemented and you will receive the Primary kit. To be guaranteed the Maple
Street kits in the future, you will need to re-purchase a Reservation Deposit.

Due to the advanced purchase of product for the reserved kits, no kit skips will be
allowed. I do understand that sometimes things come up and this request will be
handled on a case-by-case basis

Deposits can not be refunded for cash.

Please contact me at laura@lauradenisondesigns.com with any questions.


